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Project Description
Cybercrime is increasingly enabled by an online underground ecosystem, within which are anonymous forums and dark web 
platforms for cybercriminals to exchange knowledge and trade in illicit products and services. The goal of this project is to 
design and develop an integrated computational framework for in-depth investigation of the online underground ecosystem 
and thus to help secure cyberspace by producing data-driven interventions of cybercrimes.
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This proposed project seeks for data-driven intervention to 
address the key challenges of online underground ecosystem 
analysis, which focuses on the up-to-date crimeware and 
crimeware-as-a-service (CaaS). The research is three-fold:
1. Design methods and develop scalable techniques to 

automate the analysis of online underground markets;
2. Develop novel frameworks for cross-market user 

identification and profiling;
3. Design innovative models and propose algorithms for 

structural analysis of cybercriminal social networks to gain 
deep insights into the organization and operation of 
cybercriminals in the ecosystem.

Solution (technical approach, key innovations, new contributions)
In order to combat the evolving cybercrimes, with the support of this project, we propose and develop an intelligent system (i.e., iDetective) to automate the 
analysis of underground forums for the identification of key players (i.e., users who play the vital role in the value chain). In iDetective, we first introduce an 
attributed heterogeneous information network (AHIN) for user representation and use a meta-path based approach to incorporate higher-level semantics to 
build the relatedness over users in underground forums; then we propose Player2Vec to efficiently learn node (i.e., user) representations in AHIN for key player 
identification. with the support of this project, the PI’s work on adversarial machine learning to combat crimeware won the prestigious AICS 2019 Challenge 
Problem Winner and she also recently received the IJCAI 2019 Early Career Spotlights.
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Integrating Research with Education
• Curriculum Development Activities. PI Ye has developing a new graduate-level course CS591L 

Cyber Security and Big Data Analytics and a new undergraduate-level course CE349/444 
Practicing Cybersecurity: Attacks and Countermeasures.

• Robust Outreach Efforts to K-12, general public, undergraduate, graduate, minority, and women 
in cybersecurity. The establishment of a cybersecurity lab through this project will enhance 
education and workforce training in cybersecurity

PI Ye: STEM-Engineering Challenge Camp (All Female) & Summer Coding Camps.

Scientific Impacts and Broad Impacts to Society and other Domains

• Scientific Impacts. The proposed work could reach other fields such as 
social or economic sciences (e.g., the business model of CaaS, which 
includes actors, value chains and operation modes, can facilitate the 
research in economic science). 

• Societal Impacts. This project will benefit to scientific communities and 
society as a whole by developing interventions into online crime to 
secure cyberspace for its users.

• Impacts to other Domains. The developed techniques can be used in 
other security domains, such as spammer detection and anti-fraud. The 
proposed methods can be applicable in different learning tasks in data 
mining  and machine learning, such as multi-class classification and 
network embedding.

Interested in meeting the PIs and our works? Attach post-it note below!“Innovation, Research, Education - for a Better World!”
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